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Conservation groups sue Forest Se
follow aquatic conservatio

PORTLAND, Ore.  The Oregon Natural Desert As
 Biological Diversity filed suit today against the Forest Se
ed to comply with legal requirements to protect federally
lheur National Forest livestock grazing allotments. The la
ption of the Pacific and Inland Native Fish aquatic conse
, the Forest Service continues to authorize livestock graz
ironmental damage along several fish-bearing streams on

 
By allowing status quo livestock grazing on the publ

ue the groups, the agency has fallen well short of its dutie
bull trout and steelhead. 

 
“The days of using the Malheur National Forest as a 

se,” ONDA Executive Director Bill Marlett said. “Here w
atic conservation strategies were adopted, and the Forest

usual.” 
 
The complaint argues that the Forest Service has fail

ually authorized livestock grazing practices on two Malh
tments are consistent with the agency’s Forest Plan, as am
servation strategies. The lawsuit claims that the Forest Se

tus quo livestock grazing practices in the years since the s
 failure to comply with the requirements of the National 
servation strategies require the Forest Service to modify 
tard or prevent attainment” of Riparian Management Obj
 their habitat. The objectives consist of measurable stream
perature, bank stability, pool frequency, and stream widt

 
The complaint also alleges violations of the National

scissions Act, a 1995 law that required the Forest Service
 completing environmental analyses for forest grazing al

cording to the groups, the Forest Service is years overdue
tments at issue in the case. 

 
The lawsuit cites Forest Service and National Marine

ormation indicating that the Murderers Creek and Blue M
ed to meet vegetative, stream channel and water quality s
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have shown that the fish-bearing streams on the allotments are generally functioning “at risk” 
and grazing practices are retarding attainment of the Riparian Management Objectives. The 
complaint also indicates that the groups have collected documentation of their own that also 
shows repeated failures to achieve standards. 
 

“When you stack the Forest Service and NMFS monitoring next to our volunteers’ 
monitoring, which was collected according to agency protocol, what emerges is a chronic and 
systemic failure to achieve the standards required for healthy fish habitat and these species’ 
survival,” said Marlett.  
 

The Malheur National Forest is located in the Blue Mountains of eastern Oregon. The 1.7 
million acres of public lands include high desert grasslands, sage and juniper, pine, fir and other 
tree species, and alpine lakes and meadows. At 9,038 feet, Strawberry Mountain sits at the center 
of the Forest. Most of the forest is subdivided into grazing allotments, for which the Forest 
Service issues grazing permits that allow individuals to graze cattle and sheep on the public lands 
at a subsidized rate. 

 
The groups allege, however, that livestock grazing has heavily degraded a large majority 

of the Forest’s riparian areas, by reducing grasses to stubble and stunting or virtually eliminating 
the hardwood component of these riparian plant communities. Grazing has also caused severe 
stream bank damage, soil erosion, and elevated water temperatures. 

 
The lawsuit also claims that the Forest Service has failed to comply with laws requiring 

the agency to monitor for the implementation and effectiveness of its grazing management.  
 
The complaint asks the federal district court to order the Forest Service to implement the 

mandatory requirements of PACFISH and INFISH by complying with the agency’s own grazing 
management standards, and to enjoin the agency from authorizing grazing on the two allotments 
until the Forest Service has completed environmental analyses and shown that grazing can be 
resumed in a manner that complies with the standards. 

 
The lawsuit is the second in little over a month targeting the Malheur National Forest’s 

grazing program. ONDA and the Center for Biological Diversity filed suit in February, alleging 
that the Forest Service’s grazing authorizations along the Malheur and North Fork Malheur wild 
and scenic rivers was violating the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act’s mandate to “protect and 
enhance” the rivers’ designated fisheries, wildlife, and scenic values. 
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